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Abstract

Since the detection of absorption features in spectra of β Pictoris varying on short timescales it is known that comets exist in other stellar systems ([1]). In our work we assume the existence of an Oort Cloud like structure around other stars with planetary systems. Collisions of the comets with the planets, close encounters and captures can occur. The different architecture of the systems plays an important role in the outcome of the scattering process, which is why we chose two differently build systems, namely HD 10180 and HIP 14810 for our investigations. We show the influence of the most massive planet on the orbit of captured comets respectively on the collision frequency with the planets and statistics of stable orbits of comets and find that the orbital properties of the most massive planet in the system indeed have an influence on the interaction with the small bodies.

1. Introduction

Evidence for cometary activity in other planetary systems was first found in the analysis of spectra of β Pictoris (e.g.,[1, 6]). They found a large number of metallic absorption lines varying on short time scales which were interpreted as clouds of gas and dust obscuring the light of the star produced by so called falling evaporating bodies. Observations of other star systems yielded the same absorption features, as for example HD 21620, HD 42111, HD 110411, and HD 145964. These transient absorption features were discovered around mainly young (∼ 5 Myr) A-type stars during a campaign by Welsh and Montgomery ([9]) and showed radial velocities in the range of ± 100 km s⁻¹. Nilsson et al. (2010) observed 22 exo-Kuiper-belt candidates in five exo-systems and they argue that leftover planetesimal belts are common since dust has a limited lifetime, and observations which prove its existence lead to the assumption that there are larger asteroidal and/or cometary bodies that continuously renew the amount of dust and form dusty debris disks through collisions ([7]).

2. Method and Setup

In order to answer questions about the dynamics of comets in extrasolar systems we did massive n-body calculations with induced thousands of massless cometary bodies dispersed in a sphere around the planetary systems. The n-body calculations have been done with the Lie-Integrator [5] with the planets treated as point masses and the ability of treating close encounters of the comets with the planets with very high accuracy due to the adaptive step-size control. The used systems HD 10180 and HIP 14810 were chosen from http://exoplanet.eu/ because of their differences in architecture. HD 10180 is a Sun-like star with 1.06 ± 0.05 M_Sun and has 6 confirmed planets with the most massive one, HD 10180 h, orbiting outside of all the others. HD 10180 h has a mass of 0.21 M_Jupiter and semi-major axis of 3.4 AU. HIP 14810 has m = 0.99 ± 0.04 M_Sun. Its planetary system is built the other way round: the most massive planet HIP 14810 b (m = 3.88 M_Jupiter) at ∼ 0.07 AU, with the less massive two other planets orbiting outside of it. The comets stemming from an Oort Cloud like structure around the systems are assumed to have been disturbed by a passing star long time ago and are on their way inward towards the central star on nearly hyperbolic orbits [3, 4]. The comets are started evenly distributed in a spherical structure extending from 90 to 150 AU in the system of HD 10180 and semi-major axis of initially between 30 to 80 AU for HIP 14810 with an eccentricity between 0.91 and 0.99. Integrations of the systems were carried out for a total time of 1 Myr.
3. Results

Due to interactions with the planets, comets could either be ejected from the system or stay in the system ("capture"). We show the number of comets ending up in close in stable orbits after the 1 Myr of computations for the two systems according to the initial inclination (see fig 1). One can observe that for the system of HD 10180, where in general the planets are farther away from the star, the capture on orbits with low values of eccentricity and semi-major axis is only possible for comets with low inclination with respect to the orbital plane of the system. For HIP 14810 captures happen for all inclinations of the comets.

Figure 1: The upper panel shows the number of comets captured on orbits with low eccentricity and semi-major axis for the system HD 10180 ($a_{\text{initial,comet}} = 90$AU). The lower panel shows the same for HIP 14810 ($a_{\text{initial,comet}} = 50$AU). In the system of HIP 14810 captures are possible for all initial inclinations of the comets.

4. Summary and Conclusions

We can conclude, that the architecture of the system has an influence on the interaction of the planets with the comets. The main influence on the encounter and capture frequency is the value of the semi-major axis of the planets. The closer in a planets orbits, the faster it is and thus the more close encounters with comets it suffers. With collisions it seems to be the other way round. The outer a planet orbits from the star, the more collisions with comets it experiences. This is the same for both systems shown in this study. Nevertheless collisions and encounters are more probable to happen with comets with low initial inclination. For planets farther out this is even more important, as we could observe, that for the closely packed system of HIP 14810 captures of comets is possible for almost all initial inclinations.
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